wordless, imageless transformations
what isn’t there?
what is an open mind?
we find out
we don’t need to draw lines
watering seeds
use is private, exchange is public
transition from marked to unmarked
touch is a shared relation
think tank
the state we’d like to be in
the green light
the day after the revolution
the brain is embodied, the body is embedded
take an extra moment
suspend judgement
study and play
stop and think
stepping into your own picture
speed of result
sometimes a whole is more free than its parts
slicing time
shift terrain from culture to economics and
politics
salvation precedes creation
relationships between relationships
re-examining abilities and needs
quiet focus
positive friction
out under the open sky of common sense
objectivity is impossible
not knowing who will learn from whom
not all saying is saying something
neuroplasticity requires safety and interest
managing uncertainty and hesitation
love is the absence of fear
living on the creative edge of our personality
like a worm on concrete
keeping possibility alive
it’s more complicated than that
it either brings you in or it takes you out
it doesn’t take much
integrative activity

if you think it’s an opportunity, it is
I’m willing to feel otherwise
how casual is this?
how a thing is used
hope in the face of adversity
hang back
give more than you get
gain is de-emphasized
from unbearable to bearable
expert culture
exchanging friendly challenges
evil doesn’t realize it could just let go
equally intelligent
equally free
equal distribution of risk
dynamic equilibrium
dusty corner
doing things on purpose
dogmatic copying
distribution of the sensible
differently abled
design erases people
delay conclusions
defining a difference that matters
critical distance
contemplation and action
consciousness is not a thing it is a process
collage is too easy
circle of empathy
chop wood, carry water
can you be a little less important?
both and
between the already and the not yet
anything not worth doing is not worth doing well
abstraction is necessary for going from being to
reflection
a membrane between inside and outside
a light that surrounds all worlds
a light that fills all worlds
a basis for deciding
% identifying with outcomes
“do you know our music?”

